Aspire SIGNATURE Chair
- Recline & tilt functions for comfort and to aid in standing
- Independent leg elevation
- Depth adjustable seat

Aspire WATERFALL Chair
- High back orthopaedic ergonomic chair
- Easy cleaning
- Fully adjustable seat height
- Padded seat, back & armrests

Aspire DAY Chairs
- A multi-purpose adjustable seat height chair
- Padded seat, back & armrests
- Easy to clean vinyl upholstery

Post Operative Step
- Single or double steps for bed access
- Black non-slip ribbed rubber surface

Leg Relaxer (Quilted Slip)
For use on existing chairs by persons sitting for extended periods. Encourages correct pelvic tilt & assists in alleviating nerve pressure in the back.

Pick Up Reacher
- Lightweight, robust and wear resistant reacher
- Available in four lengths with or without optional extras
- Magnetic head for small ferrous objects

Medi-Burton Off - Doffing Aid
- This long handled device assists with the removal of compression stockings, socks and normal pantyhose
- It can also double as a shoehorn

Handy Bar
- Inserts into your vehicle door frame to help support getting out of the car
- Non slip contoured grip handle and seat belt cutter

ROHO® Harmony Cushion
- Anatomically shaped foam base that enhances stability for the user
- Lightweight Air Flotation cushion
- Moisture resistant cover

EquaGel General Cushion
- 12 degrees cooler than inflatable cushions
- Low-profile 1.75” tall EquaGel in two stages, absorbs vibrations
- Comes with a fluid resistant, vapour permeable cover

Cushion Posture Wedge
For use on existing chairs by persons sitting for extended periods. Encourages correct pelvic tilt & assists in alleviating nerve pressure in the back.

You may also be interested in Aidacare’s other Product Application Guides giving product range information for the following areas:

ROHO® Harmony Cushion
- Anatomically shaped foam base that enhances stability for the user
- Lightweight Air Flotation cushion
- Moisture resistant cover

EquaGel General Cushion
- 12 degrees cooler than inflatable cushions
- Low-profile 1.75” tall EquaGel in two stages, absorbs vibrations
- Comes with a fluid resistant, vapour permeable cover

Cushion Posture Wedge
For use on existing chairs by persons sitting for extended periods. Encourages correct pelvic tilt & assists in alleviating nerve pressure in the back.

Leg Relaxer (Quilted Slip)
For use on the bed to aid circulation in the lower limbs & provide even weight distribution alleviating lower back strain. Ideal for those with varicose veins or swollen legs.
Hip and knee joint replacements are helping people live active and pain-free lives. When an entire joint is damaged, a surgeon will conduct a whole joint replacement. The hip or knee joint is replaced with an artificial part known as a ‘prostheses’ or ‘implant’. 

Guidelines to remember for 6 weeks post-operation:

- Avoid high impact activity
- Avoid excessive joint mobility
- Avoid high impact activity

It is important to consult with your Doctor, Physiotherapist, Occupational Therapist or other health professional and follow their recommendations.

To make the process easier, you may purchase daily living aids, seating supports, pillows and mobility aids prior to surgery so that all the equipment is available and ready for you upon discharge from hospital.

Do you need help with product selection and sizes? Please contact Aidacare on 1300 133 120.

For Therapist Solutions please enquire about how else we can help you.

**Aspire SHOWER Chair**
- Individually treated for corrosion resistance
- Arms for secure transfers
- Fully adjustable seat height and angle
- Easy to clean & assemble

**Aspire OVER TOILET Aid**
- Individually treated for corrosion resistance
- Assists those who have difficulty lowering themselves onto a standard toilet
- Height adjustable

**Aspire SHOWER Stool with Arms**
- Small, compact, height adjustable stool for showering
- Individually treated for corrosion resistance

**Aspire VOGUE Walkers**
- Lightweight, versatile range
- Sturdy frame and easy to fold
- Suitable for compact transportation when folded

**Aspire MEAL TRAY Walker**
- Rustproof, robust aluminium frame for durability & stability
- Easy to manoeuvre
- Wide padded seat
- Weight activated brakes ideal for arthritic hands
- Available in blue or red
- Robust aluminium nutproof frame

**Aspire LITE Wheelchair**
- Ultra lightweight transport chair
- Designed with the carer in mind
- Weighs 9.5kg
- Easy Transfers in and out of a car

**Aspire TRANSIT 2 Wheelchair**
- Swings away and removable armrests for safer transfers and easier storage/transportation
- Quick release solid rear wheels and solid front castors

**Aspire VOGUE FOREARM Walker**
- Designed with the carer in mind
- Weighs 9.5kg
- Easy Transfers in and out of a car
- Deluxe inline brake mechanism

**Aspire MINI Walker**
- Ultra soft hand brakes with palm-ball lock for users with arthritis
- Available in blue or red
- Low 485mm seat height to suit shorter users

**Aspire XL HEAVY DUTY Walker**
- Rustproof, robust aluminium frame for durability & stability
- Easy to manoeuvre
- Wide padded seat
- Height adjustable handles
- Large 8” wheels
- Clip on plastic trays
- Lockable hand breaks

**Aspire PUSH DOWN Walker**
- Weight activated brakes ideal for arthritic hands
- Available in blue or red
- Robust aluminium nutproof frame

**Aspire CLASSIC Walker**
- Soft hand brakes with palm-ball lock for users with arthritis
- Available in blue or red
- Easy folding mechanism for easy storage and transport

**Aspire CLASSIC Walker**
- Soft hand brakes with palm-ball lock for users with arthritis
- Available in blue or red
- Easy folding mechanism for easy storage and transport
- Deluxe inline brake mechanism

**Aspire PUSH DOWN Walker**
- Weight activated brakes ideal for arthritic hands
- Available in blue or red
- Robust aluminium nutproof frame

**Aspire MEAL TRAY Walker**
- Rustproof, robust aluminium frame for durability & stability
- Easy to manoeuvre
- Wide padded seat
- Height adjustable handles

**Aspire LITE Wheelchair**
- Ultra lightweight transport chair
- Designed with the carer in mind
- Weighs 9.5kg
- Easy Transfers in and out of a car

**Aspire TRANSIT 2 Wheelchair**
- Swings away and removable armrests for safer transfers and easier storage/transportation
- Quick release solid rear wheels and solid front castors

**Aspire VOGUE FOREARM Walker**
- Designed with the carer in mind
- Weighs 9.5kg
- Easy Transfers in and out of a car
- Deluxe inline brake mechanism

**Aspire MINI Walker**
- Ultra soft hand brakes with palm-ball lock for users with arthritis
- Available in blue or red
- Low 485mm seat height to suit shorter users

**Aspire LITE Wheelchair**
- Ultra lightweight transport chair
- Designed with the carer in mind
- Weighs 9.5kg
- Easy Transfers in and out of a car

**Aspire TRANSIT 2 Wheelchair**
- Swings away and removable armrests for safer transfers and easier storage/transportation
- Quick release solid rear wheels and solid front castors